Multiprocessor systems are increasingly becoming the systems of choice for low and high-end servers, running such diverse tasks as number crunching, large-scale simulations, data base engines and world wide web server applications. With such diverse workloads, system utilization and throughpuf as well as execution time become important performance metrics. In this paper we present efficient kernel scheduling policies and propose a new kernel-user interface aiming at supporting efficient parallel execution in diverse workload environments. Our approach relies on support for user level threads which are used to exploit parallelism within applications, and a two-level scheduling policy which coordinates the number of resources allocated by the kernel with the number of threads generated by each application. We compare our scheduling policies with the native gang scheduling policy of the IRIX 6.4 operating system on a Silicon Graphics Origin2000. Our experimental results show substantial performance gains in terms of overall workload execution times, individual application execution times, and cache performance.
Introduction
Current shared-memory multiprocessor architectures, including small symmetric multiprocessors and scalable distributed shared memory systems, are widely adopted as a viable and powerful platform for high-performance computing. Among other attractive properties, these machines offer a standard, transparent multiuser/multiprogramming environment to support large numbers of simultaneously running parallel and sequential applications.
Parallel applications that execute on a multiprogramming system often suffer from serious performance degradation, due to the interferences between simultaneously executing programs which contend for system resources. Events like blocking system calls, paging, starting and termination of processes introduce a high variability in the system workload, and can have significant impact in execution time. A major drawback of the vast majority of parallel applications is that their implementation assumes that the programs are executed in a dedicated system, so they setup the desired number of procesPermission to make digital or hard copies ofall or part ofthis work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided lb& copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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Copyright ACM 1998 0-89791-998-x/98/ 7.33.00 sors to run on and execute as if the required processors were continuously available to them. This means that parallel applications usually do not know anything about the actual number of processors allocated to them by the operating system, and they are unable to adapt to changes in the system conditions during execution. At the same time, commercial multiprocessor operating systems continue to offer scheduling policies based on the standard UNIX timesharing mechanism. Several research results have shown that this mechanism is inappropriate for several reasons [9, 18, 191 . Time-sharing of processes belonging to parallel applications can have undesirable effects such as inopportune preemptions, increased bus contention and high cache miss rates.
Both application adaptability and preempted work' recovery can be achieved by providing a lightweight communication path between applications and the operating system. In this paper, we present kernel-level mechanisms and scheduling policies which we integrated in a dynamic execution environment that allows parallel applications to execute in tight cooperation with the operating system and adapt to changes of the number of processors available to them at runtime. We are developing the fully integrated execution environment in the context of the NANOS ESPRIT project, following the ideas initially from the definition of the Nano-Threads Programming Model (NPM) [16, 171 . Our current prototype consists of an auto-scheduling compiler, a multithreading runtime library (NthLib [12, 13] ), an extended kernel interface and a user-level CPU manager.
We present the definition and describe the functionality of the interface established between applications and the operating system through shared memory. This interface is used as the basic mechanism to implement dynamic application adaptability to the available system resources. As an initial approach, we have implemented the interface in the context of a user-level CPU manager. We also propose a kemellevel scheduling policy that takes into account the processor requirements of the executing applications and the overall system workload. An important aspect of our scheduling policy is that it is a two-level policy. The higher level is in charge of distributing processors among applications, while the lower level uses heuristics to minimize inter-application movement of processors and enhance affinity.
We evaluate our environment on a SGI Origin2000 and compare its performance to that of the native IRIX 6.4 operating system scheduler. The experimental results show that our mechanisms perform significantly better than the native system scheduler for applications which are written and par-'Throughout this paper the term work refers to a user-level thread executing on top of a kernel thread or process.
allelized within the NPM.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 overviews the Nano-Threads Programming Model. In Section 3, we describe the functionality of the kernel interface and the basic primitives that compose the interface. Section 4 presents a dynamic two-level scheduling policy, devised for the Nano-Threads execution environment. In Section 5 we compare our approach with other proposals in the literature. Section 6 describes our evaluation framework and Section 7 presents detailed experimental results. We summarize the paper in Section 8. compiler, which automatically detects and extracts multiple levels of parallelism from application codes, and schedules parallel tasks based on program information.
. A user-level execution environment which offers lightweight threads (nano-threads) and a user-level scheduler as the basic execution framework for parallel tasks generated by the compiler. These functionalities are provided by the means of a runtime library. l An operating system, which controls hardware resources and implements a kernel-level scheduling policy that space and time shares the available processors across the active programs, based on the total machine workload and the feedback provided by the programs through a well-established kernel interface.
The auto-scheduling compiler (based on Parafrase2 [15] and extended to support Open-MP like directives [3] ) performs fine-grained multilevel parallelization and exploits both functional and loop parallelism from standard applications written in FORTRAN. Applications are decomposed in multiple levels of parallel tasks. The compiler uses the Hierachical Task Graph (HTG) [8] structure to represent the application internally. Management of multiple levels of parallel sections and loops allows the extraction of all the useful parallelism contained in the application.
During the execution of an application, nano-threads are the entities offered by the user-level execution environment to instantiate the nodes of the HTG, with each nano-thread corresponding to anode in the HTG. The user-level execution environment controls the creation of mum-threads at run-time, ensuring that the generated parallelism matches the number of processors allocated to the application by the operating system.
The operating system distributes physical processors among running applications. The resulting environment is multi-user and multi-programmed, allowing each user to run parallel and sequential applications. The kernel-level schedul ing policy is concerned with the allocation of physical processors to the applications currently running in the system.
The main scheduling objective of NPM is that both application scheduling (nano-threads to virtual processors mapping) and virtual processor scheduling (virtual to physical processors mapping) must be tightly coordinated in order to achieve high performance. In addition, the kernel-level scheduler must avoid any interference with the user-level scheduler, in order to keep runtime scheduling overhead low. In this section, we describe the kernel interface established between parallel applications and the operating system inside NPM.
3.1 Overview and Design
The interface described in this section is used by applications to cooperate with the operating system in order to avoid certain scheduling decisions that may hurt their performance.
The behaviour of such cooperative applications is the following:
1.
2.
3.
Each application dynamically informs the operating system about its requirements (number of processors) reflecting the actual degree of parallelism that the application wants to exploit at user-level.
The operating system distributes processors at a fixed time slice, taking this information into account.
The application is informed about the operating system allocation decisions and tries to match the parallelism that it generates to the assigned number of processors.
In more detail, when the operating system decides to reallocate processors, it Erst decides which applications shall loose processors in the next time slice. Then, it asks these applications for processors to be freed, giving them a certain amount of time (the "grace time") to answer to the request by releasing the processors. If an application does not answer to the request in time, the operating system will forcefully claim back processors through preemption, and inform the application. When some work has been preempted, the application always readapts at user-level when a running virtual processor reaches a "safe" point, by yielding the associated physical processor to a preempted process. A safe point is a user-level dispatching point, where the virtual processor knows that the application and runtime synchronization constraints are satisfied. Ensuring that all preempted virtual processors are stopped at safe points is very important in order to avoid preemption inside critical sections. On the other hand, when the application decides on its own, also at a safe point, to release a physical processor, the associated virtual processor is terminated.
Applications not explicitly coded to cooperate with the kernel (uncooperative applications) are also considered by the operating system when deciding the allocation of processors. Any useful information available, such as the number of ready threads limited by the number of physical processors in the system, can be used by the operating system to estimate the requirements of these applications. Therefore, these applications do not escape from kernel control. Space-sharing is also applied to them in a manner which ensures that their performance will be very close to the one achieved using the traditional time-sharing scheduling policies.
We use an upcall mechanism and shared memory to inform applications about kernel-level scheduling decisions. Processor allocation and blocking on I/O are communicated to user-level through upcalls because there is already an available processor to do this work and the overhead is small [2] . The request for processors, processor preemption and unblocking are communicated through shared memory. In this case, the application polls at shared memory at every user-level scheduling point to see if there is any of such events. Finegrain parallelization helps in that such polling is made often enough to detect most of the operating system requests.
Kernel Interface
In this subsection we describe the set of services offered by the kernel interface to implement the previously described functionality. It shows the proposed kernel interface to support the the execution of the cooperative applications.
At any time, applications use the cpus-reques t (cpus ) primitive to set the number of processors that they want to run on. The operating system will try to assign as many processors as possible without exceeding ncpus. The primitive can be used dynamically at runtime to request more or less processors than those currently assigned. The operating system supplies physical processors with the creation of virtual processors. Creation of virtual processors is based on the basic primitives provided by operating systems. Examples of these primitives are the sproc call in IRIX and the thread-create call in Mach. The application can release a specific physical processor, as an answer to an operating system request using the cpus-releaseself ( ) primitive. Itis intented to be used when the system requests the application to return some processors.
To allow an application to recover the execution of preempted work, the kernel offers the cpusprocessorhandoff (work) primitive. The virtual processor identified by work receives the current physical processor.
The cpus-requested ( ) , cpus-current ( ) and cpus-askedf or ( ) primitives help the application to know at any time which is the status of the processor allocation.
Preempted workrecovery is supported through the following primitives: Cpuspreempted ( ) returns the number of processors which are preempted from the application by the operating system. And cpus-get-preempted-work ( ) returns a reference to a preempted context that can be resumed at user-level. We introduce a two-level scheduling policy aiming at increasing system utilization and efficiency, by effectively spacesharing the machine among the running applications. This is done while the kernel attempts to satisfy the processor requirements of parallel applications which may be executing simultaneously (subject to the aggregate resource requests of the workload). In this section we present the scheduling algorithm and describe its properties.
At the higher level, Dynamic Space-Sharing Scheduling (DSS) partitions the available processors among the executing applications taking into consideration the processor requirements of each application, as well as the overall system workload. The number of processors assigned to each application is, in general, a fraction of the total number of processors requested by that application, and it is a function of the total resource requirement of the entire workload and the number of physical processors. DSS also guarantees that there are no applications waiting to starvation.
Processors assigned to an application remain in the corresponding address space until their time quantum expires. We assume that all processor allocations are done for a base time quantum of 1OOms. In [5] we present extensions to DSS which are based on variable number of processors and variable size of time quanta handling also process priorities. Even though processors are allocated to each application as a group of zi processors (as discussed later in this section), our policy does not require gang scheduling which may involve unnecessary overhead associated with idling in order to accumulate the required number of processors. Instead, DSS is a dynamic policy where the unit of allocation is an idle physical processor. At the upper level, the algorithm simply computes the number (zi) of processors to be allocated to the next application at the head of the ready queue.
At the lower level, the proposed scheduling policy applies a heuristic caUed Selective Scheduling, which attempts to facilitate processor locality, thus promoting memory locality and cache affinity. We return to the description of Selective Scheduling later in this section.
4.1
The DSS Algorithm
Our approach to scheduling on scalable NUMA multiprocessors aims at providing fair scheduling and thus equitable distribution of the physical resources (processors and memory) to competing parallel applications. Processes that are I/O bound, batch and real-time processes may be excluded and treated at a different level of priority. In a parallel execution environment, this requires accounting (i.e., monitoring of resource utilization) that takes into consideration processor allocation in terms of space (number of processors) and time (length of assignment for each processor).
In our environment, all nano-threaded applications communicate requests to the operating system using the interface described in Section 3. This continuous "updating" helps the kernel to redirect resources to where they are mostly needed. Therefore, it results in improved global system utilization. On the other hand, and in order to avoid starvation of other applications, each processor (or group of processors) assigned to an application is assigned for a pre-determined or computed period of time (time quantum).
Originally, DSS is invoked whenever a new application arrives for execution, when an application changes its request during execution, either by requesting or by releasing one or more processors and whenever an application terminates execution. In the current implementation, DSS is invoked only after the expiration of a time quantum. All ready applications are queued in a logical queue and idle processors are first assigned to the application at the head of the queue. DSS is invoked in two stages: In the first stage, DSS computes the number zi of processors that are to be assigned to the newly arrived process, and updates some global descriptor variables. In the second stage, DSS applies Selective Scheduling which is described later in this Section. As mentioned earlier, the number of processors assigned to each application is analogous to the number of processors requested by that application. DSS attempts to be fair to all applications running on the system. However, it favours parallel applications and not necessarily sequential ones with long execution time. This is a result of the fixed time quantum.
More specifically, each new application that enters the system requests from the kernel a number of processors pi, i = 1,2,. . ,n, using the cpus-request call of the kernel interface. DSS maintains a workload size index W which is defined by: n w=& i=l Although W may not be an ideal metric for workload size, it is an accurate index of the total workload requirement in terms of processor resources, which is needed by our policy. Whenever a new application enters the system, it updates W by adding its resource requirements: W = W + pi. Shilarly, every time an application completes execution and exits, it updates W by W = W -pi. DSS partitions the processors available in the system among the applications according to the number of processors requested by each application (pi) reflected as a percentage of the total number of processors requested by the workload W. If W 5 P, where P is the total number of physical processors in the system, then xi = pi, thus assigning to each application the exact number of processors requested. In any other case DSS calculates zi as follows.
Each application gets min(zi, pi) processors. Let,
we define Then xi is given by:
In the current implementation, in order to alleviate problems introduced by roundoffs, we introduce a variable f in which we sum the remainders of the roundoffs, assigning one more processor to the application being serviced if f 2 1. In this case one can trivially show that: n Yxi = P,for n < P.
U -i=l If the number of applications in the workload is n > P, the DSS algorithm is applied in stages, with each stage involving a group of P applications. The key property of DSS is that for a given application j requesting pj processors, the number of processors assigned to it is proportional to /lj/W. This ratio characterizes the percentage of the total workload that application j represents. It is clear that in all cases 1 5 Xj < pj. Under light workload conditions zj = pj, while under heavy workloads the same application will receive xj = 1 processors. Although the two previous scenarios are the extreme cases, any value of zj between 1 and pj is possible depending on the relative size of pj compared to W (i.e., the relative position of the specific application with respect to the entire workload). The above is a very desirable property for a dynamic kernel scheduler, since any other alternative would result in fragmentation of processor groups, underutilization of the system, and possible long execution times for some applications.
4.2
The Selective Scheduling Heuristic
During execution, a process establishes affinity in the cache (cache footprint) and local memory, which increases with the length of execution. It is very desirable to be able to assign the same set of physical processors to the same process across different DSS allocation phases. In this section we describe an enhancement to DSS called Selective Scheduling, which attempts to achieve exactly the above goal. This can be done by "remembering" the processors on which a given application executed in the past, and by trying to reschedule the processes of this application onto the same processors. However, this involves potential trade-offs and potential overhead. For example, we need to consider the case where the processors that executed a given application are all busy executing a different application: do we wait until they become idle, or do we assign the first processors that become idle regardless of execution history?
In this work we present a simple extension with low overhead, which, based on our experimental results, is quite effective. This policy uses execution history information and attempts to first schedule a process on the same processors but "gives up" if these processors are not available. We first define the additional data structures and the type of history information that needs to be recorded and tracked.
We define a global (maintained by the OS) array A[1 : P] where its k-th entry corresponds to processor k. The use of this may is to store the execution status of the physical processors in the system. If d[k] = 0 then the k-th processor is idle (and thus available), otherwise the k-th processor is assigned to an application. At boot time the entries of array A are initialized to zero.
In addition to the above structure, we define a bit vector private to each application, which is modifiable by the CPU manager: Vi [ 1 : P] is the bit vector maintained for application i. Initially, all bits of V are zero. If a processor k is assigned to an application i, then the CPU manager sets Vi [k] = 1.
Each time DSS services applications from the CPU manager queue, it first assigns to the application all processors still executing on the same application and then inspects its vk vector and assigns processor(s) m for which: (1) vk [m] = 1 (i.e. processors previously assigned to the application and are either released by the application or stolen by the kernel), or (2) d[m] = 0 (i.e. processors that are idle).
Several variations of this heuristic are possible and depend on the level of history information that is tracked as well as on the importance the scheduler places on memory locality versus overhead. We first consider the level of execution history that can be recorded in the V vectors.
The implementation of this heuristic works by having the scheduler scan the bit vector vk of an application k attempting to allocate as many of the zk processors from the same ones that executed the application in the past, as possible. However, if not all zk are idle/available, the scheduler proceeds by assigning the remaining from the next immediately available processors (updating the corresponding Vk entries accordingly). A more throrough investigation of the above heuristics as well as experimental evidence of their relative performance appears in [5] .
Selective scheduling tries to ensure data locality, if this is attainable, in every scheduling phase of each executing application Achieving high hit cache rates in scalable-shared memory multiprocessors is one of the most challenging problems of high performance computing. In this section, we consider the differences among our approach for kernel scheduling, the widely used gang The concept of using shared memory to communicate between the kernel and user processes as well as the notion of scheduling based on proportional processor allocations was first proposed in [17] . Some of our earlier research on refining and evaluating the DSS scheduler and the design and implementation of the specific kernel/user shared memory interface influenced aspects of the scheduler in SGI's IRIX 6.5 [4] . Our collaborative work with the OS group at SGI and research groups at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign continues with new emphasis on enhancing the sensitivity of our kernel scheduler to memory affinity.
We summarize the differences with gang scheduling in four relevant aspects: the first concerns the question about who is in charge of setting the degree of parallelism of an application. It is set by the user in gang scheduling, where the application simply creates a number of processes and the operating system must schedule all of them together to allow the application to make progress. Our approach allows the application to set the maximum number of processors it wants to run on and the operating system can (and will) allocate the most suitable number of processors taking into account the overall system load. This feature is already included in Process Control [ 191. Similarly to this approach, we also allow dynamic requests during the lifetime of an application.
The second important difference between our approach and gang scheduling is how blocking interferes with kernel scheduling decisions. When a process of a gang-scheduled application blocks in the kernel, the processor immediately tries to execute some other process. This process may belong to another gang-scheduled application, reclaiming other processors to run in its turn, and motivating more context switches. Although gang scheduling ensures that all processes of a parallel application start executing together at the begining of a time quantum, it does not ensure that all the required processors will be available to the application till the end of the time quantum. At this point the application performance is degraded because of synchronization issues. Our approach maintains the number and mapping of processors allocated to the application, similarly to Scheduler Activations [2] . Further study of kernel blocking is necessary to know which blocking events may be communicated to the application and which ones should be managed transparently by the operating system.
With respect to the synchronization mechanisms used, gang scheduling applies very often two-level synchronization methods [19, 71 . When a spinning process spends too much time to acquire a spin lock, the run-time package decides to yield the processor to allow the progress of other processes in the system. While this is a good solution, it is not general enough to perform well in all situations. As the operating system knows nothing about the execution at user level, an application may loose a processor which, in the worst case, may be given to another spinning process. This is the third difference with our approach. By now, we are not using two-level synchronization: an application detects, at safe points, when one of its virtual processors has been preempted and then it yields one of its processors to the preempted one.
The last significant difference is the amount and quality of the information shared between an application and the operating system. Process Control maintains a counter of processors allocated to the application and informs the application of kernel level events through UNIX signals. Scheduler Activations and First-Class Threads inform using upcalls. Our proposal is to use the most efficient mechanism to inform applications of such events. Processor allocation and blocking are easily comunicated through upcalls, offering the new processor to the application. Processor preemption and unblocking are most easily informed through shared memory. For this reason, we maintain a shared memory area between the applications and the operating system containing the information explained in subsection 3.2.3.
Feitelson [7] discusses a gang scheduling technique called gang scheduling with malleable preemption. It allows applications to shrink/expand their execution to run on less/more processors. Our approach will allow us to test execution under this scheme. Further analysis on this topic is out of the scope of this paper. 6 Evaluation Framework
In this section we describe the experimentation environment used to evaluate our approach. We outline the platform architecture, the implementation of the kernel interface and scheduling policies, and the workloads used for performance evaluation.
Experimentation Environment
We experimented on a 32-processor SGI Origin 2000 [lo] . Origin2000 is a cache-coherent NUMA multiprocessor. The system uses the MIPS RlOOOO 4-way superscalar microprocessor and it is controlled by the IRIX 6.4 operating system. The basic mechanisms employed by IRIX 6.4 to enhance parallel processing are gang scheduling, exploitation of process affinity for processors and dynamic page migration and replication to maintain memory locality [ 201.
The kernel interface and scheduling policies were implemented in a user-level CPU manager running on top of IRIX 6.4. Although a user-level implementation lacks flexibility and efficiency compared to an in-kernel implementation, it is sufficient to denote the relative merits of our approaches. The CPU manager implements the kernel part of the interface described in Section 3, with the exception of the two-minute warning mechanism which was still under testing at the time we performed the experiments.
Parallel applications contact the CPU manager, by requesting a number of processors on which they wish to run. The CPU manager is awakened at regular time intervals. In each invocation, the CPU manager applies the processor allocation policy, computes the new allocation of processors and performs only the necessary processor movements among applications. It also informs the applications of the new system conditions, in order to let them dynamically readapt by performing handoffs and suspending kernel threads. The time quantum between subsequent invocations of the CPU man ager is set to be equal to the time quantum used by the IRIX gang scheduling policy (100 m&seconds), in order to compare the two approaches under the same conditions.
Workload
We performed experiments with numerous workloads consisting of several parallel programs with different characteristics and computational requirements. We experimented with workloads that modeled light loads, moderate loads and heavy loads. Due to space limitations, we present results for a workload that models a heavy load. We believe that this worMoad is representative of real situations in multiprogrammed parallel systems and it is appropriate to make quantitative comparisons. The relative performance of our mechanisms compared to the native IRIX scheduler remained unaltered for all the workloads that we tested. Table 1 summarizes the workload. The first three columns show the benchmarks, the number of instances of each benchmark in the workload, and the number of processors that each instance requests initially from the operating system. The latter three columns show the sequential execution time, the parallel execution time when the benchmark is executed with all the requested processors in a dedicated system, and the speedup attained in this case.
The first application used in the workload is a parallelized version of the hydro2d benchmark included of the SPECfp95 suite. This benchmark includes a large computation kernel with inherent multilevel and unstructured parallelism. The 1~ and jacobi benchmarks are application kernels with inherent loop parallelism. Diamond is a synthetic benchmark with a diamond-like task graph. The benchmark goes through a sequence of parallel computation phases. In each phase the program requests a number of processors and executes a constant amount of work on the requested processors. The processor requests start from one, increase up to a maximum number of processors and then decrease back to one at the end of the computation, hence the name of the benchmark. This benchmark is used to model a continuous dynamic variation of the workload. The amount of work in each parallel phase is adjusted so that the benchmark changes its processor request at least once and at most twice in each scheduler time quantum.
The hydro2d benchmark is written in FORTRAN while the other three benchmarks are written in C. All benchmarks are parallelized in the nano-threads environment and linked to NthLib. Parallelization with the nano-threads library favours our mechanisms since the application part of the kernel interface is integrated in NthLib. On the other hand, using the nano-threads library has a negative impact on the native IRIX scheduler with respect to synchronization. The native IRIX synchronization primitives implement a two-phase synchronization algorithm, while the ndno-threads library uses pure spinning synchronization instead. Applications parallelized with the SGI MP library use two-level synchronization and they are expected to exhibit better behaviour under gang scheduling in IRK In order to make a more fair comparison, we parallelized the hydro2d benchmark with the MIPS FOR-TRAN compiler and the MP library and executed 8 instances of the benchmark under IRIX gang scheduling. We use this workload to compare our mechanisms with the complete IRIX parallelization environment.
Experimental Results
Our analysis is based on the comparison between the native IRIX 6.4 gang scheduling policy and our kernel interface and processor allocation policies. Initially, we use the workload presenled in Table 1 , to compare the two approaches when all applications are parallelized within the NPM. We then use the workload with 8 instances of the hydro2d benchmark to com- We implemented the following set of processor allocation policies in the user-level CPU manager: l Batch: This policy serves applications on a FCFS basis and allocates to each application exactly as many processors as the application has requested. Processors remain pinned to the application until the application terminates. Batch represents an optimal case for processor allocation. Applications exploit the maximum degree of parallelism, processor movements are minimal and there is no cache pollution due to multiprogramming. Random: This is also similar to batch, except that at each scheduling interval the policy allocates to each application a random number of processors between zero and the maximum number of processors requested. l DSS: This is the policy described in Section 4.
All policies employ an affinity mechanism. When a processor is allocated to an application, it remains in the same application space, until either the application terminates or the CPU manager decides to move the processor to another application. Selective scheduling is also enabled in all cases to keep track of short-term processor history and further exploit affinity. Figure 2 plots the normalized execution time of the complete workload of Table 1 under IRIX gang scheduling and our scheduling policies. Normalization is performed with respect to the execution time under IRIX gang scheduling. Several conclusions can be drawn from Figure 2 . All scheduling policies that use our kernel interface outperform IRIX gang scheduling. This result indicates that using kernel-application communication to implement dynamic program adaptation is highly beneficial. The batch policy reduces workload execution time by as much as 64% compared to IRIX gang scheduling. DSS performs equally well to batch, a surprisingly good result given that DSS performs much more frequent movements of processors. DSS seems to be an interesting alternative for a real multiprogrammed parallel system. Round robin which has similarities with gang scheduling performs Figure 3 : Applications execution times also noticeably better than IRIX. Intuitively, this result shows that introducing our kernel interface in the IRIX scheduler should provide noticeable gains in performance. Another interesting result is that random performs close to batch. This proves the good functionality of our kernel interface. Applications are able to adapt even if they are executed under totally unpredictable system conditions and processor allocation is changed radically during their execution.
The performance of IRIX gang scheduling can be justified with the following arguments: IRE schedules gangs of fixed size, always equal to the maximum number of processors that the application requests. A gang is not accomodated by the scheduler unless the kernel finds enough processors to execute all members of the gang. Therefore, gangs often stall unnecessarily waiting for processors to become free. In our experiments we detected that IRE had poor behaviour in the presence of blocking. When a process belonging to a gang blocks, the processor is switched to another process, possibly from a different gang. The processor spends some time before returning back to the application and this time is usually long enough to hurt application performance. Moreover, applications are not informed of the actual physical processors on which they are running, neither of processor preemptions in order to be able to readapt.
We examined the performance of individual applications by measuring their average execution time when executed in the workload under multiprogramming conditions. Figure 3 plots the results, normalized to the average execution times obtained with IRIX gang scheduling. The results agree with those in Figure 2 . Our mechanisms and scheduling policies give significantly reduced execution times for all applications compared to IRK Note that under DSS, execution times are marginally better than under batch scheduling. Figure 4 illustrates the execution times of the applications, normalized to their pure sequential execution time. With DSS and batch, three out of four applications experience satisfactory speedups under multiprogramming. Lu and jacobi obtain more than a two-fold speedup, while diamond gets almost as much of a speedup as if it were executed in a dedicated machine. IRIX fails to give any speedups and three out of four benchmarks exhibit significant slowdowns. Random and round robin give moderate results, with the exception of hydro2d where surprisingly, random is the only policy that achieves any speedup.
We used the MIPS RlOOOO hardware counters and the IRIX perf ex utility to obtain statistics about the memory performance of the different scheduling approaches. Figure 5 shows the accumulated number of cache misses occured during the execution of the complete workoad for the various scheduling policies. Although IRIX uses advanced techniques to enhance memory locality, our affinity heuristics achieve better results. With DSS and batch, cache misses are reduced by 20% compared to IRIX gang scheduling. DSS causes a negligible 3% increase of cache misses compared to batch which has optimal cache performace. Figure 6 , shows the results from the execution of the hydro2d workload parallelized with the SGI MP library and NPM and executed under IRIX gang scheduling and our CPU manager respectively. The results verify that parallelization with the MP library alleviates several performance bottlenecks of IRIX gang scheduling. The primary reason is that programs parallelized with the MP library exploit the two-level synchronization primitive of IRIX, thus utilizing processors better and reducing waiting times. However, our mechanisms still perform equally or marginally better that IRK Although we use pure spining synchronization, our handoff technique improves the synchronization behaviour of nano-threaded applications. We believe that integrating two-level synchronization and the two-minute warning mechanism in our implementation will further favour our approach for kernel-level scheduling. 8 
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented the kernel interface and scheduling policies designed to support the Nano-Threads Programming Model and proposed a two level scheduling policy to distribute processors among applications.
Our performance results demonstrated that establishing a lightweight communication path between the kernel and parallel applications improves application behaviour radically under multiprogramming. The Nano-Threads parallelization environment exhibited highly competitive performance compared to the native IRIX envi-hydro2d workload turnaround time Figure 6 : Hydro2d workload execution time ronment, even though our implementation is purely user-level and several optimizations were not already integrated. Our current work is towards completing the implementation of the NPM kernel interface and studying several alternatives for kernel-level scheduling. We investigate the possibility of combining dynamic space-sharing with time-sharing and management of priorities, as well as different policies for two-level synchronization and scheduling of processors which are idling at the application level.
